CityLink
January night works

Punt Road overpass expansion joint
replacement works
As part of keeping CityLink in good
condition for motorists, we undertake
a regular program of maintenance
activities. We’re letting you know about
some works that may impact you early
next year as we upgrade the bridge on
CityLink where it crosses Punt Road.
This work will involve replacing expansion joints,
which sit between the concrete on the bridge deck
and enable it to safely ‘flex’ when needed.
We will need to remove the existing expansion
joints by using a process called hydro-demolition,
which uses a high-pressure water spray to break
away concrete faster and without damaging steel
structures that may lie underneath. Unfortunately,
this work is expected to be noisy.
We have put in place a number of measures to help
manage the noise including using a ‘sound curtain’
to help minimise noise and we will be using mufflers
and equipment that produces lower noise where
possible in line with EPA guidelines. We have
broken up the work schedule to reduce the number
of consecutive nights of disruption and we will be
monitoring noise throughout the works.

For more information on CityLink roadworks, please contact:
phone 1300 381 570

email resolve@transurban.com

All planned activities are subject to weather, schedule changes and variables

For our team to complete the works safely,
it requires a number of lanes on CityLink / Monash
Freeway to be closed, which can only be done at
night when traffic volumes are typically lower.

What do I need to know?
Hydro-demolition works will commence between
9pm – 5am in January on the dates below:
• Monday 11 January to Thursday 14 January
• Sunday 17 January to Thursday 21 January
• Tuesday 26 January – Thursday 28 January
• Sunday 31 January

What to expect during these
works:
• Noise at night from removal of concrete and
asphalt surrounding the expansion joints using
a high-pressure water cutting robot (hydrodemolition)
• Use of machinery including drills, hammers,
water pumps and generators
• Additional lighting on and under the freeway
• Closure of the Cremorne underpass car park
• Work vehicles on and under CityLink in the
work zone

Work zones

If you have any questions about these night works please contact us on 1300 381 570.

Thank you for your patience while we carry out these critical works.
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